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Summary
High Pressure Piping in the High Pressure synthesis section of a urea plant deserves the Best Quality
and Maximum Reliability. A proper installation of High Pressure Piping during the construction phase of
a project and certainly during the hectic of a turnaround is not an easy job. Quality assurance of the
materials applied, proper alignment, the welding, the piping supports and the insulation are all critical
and directly related to a reliable and safe operation of the plant. Any unexpected shut down of a urea
plant leads to high costs.
BHDT has the experience and Know How available to assure you Best Quality and Maximum
Reliability. With BHDT Services, BHDT intends to provide added value to her clients by offering Full
Life Cycle support for all High Pressure Piping systems.
The activities of BHDT Service include all activities related to High Pressure piping systems during the
lifetime of a urea plant; from Basic and Detailed Engineering, Installation services, Corrosion
Inspections, Troubleshooting, Emergency supply/repair, Spare Parts Management up to Training
Programs.
This paper shows the Installation Services BHDT Service has provided to YARA Canada during their
latest debottlenecking project.
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1. Introduction BHDT GmbH
BHDT (Best High Pressure & Drilling Technology) is a technologically qualified supplier and
manufacturer of high pressure equipment and high pressure components for the chemical and
petrochemical industry, as well as pumps generating pressures (up to 10,000 bar) for liquid media.
We manufacture our products in co-operation with licensors of chemical processes using highprecision computer-controlled processing machinery and taking customer demands into account at the
highest level of technological standards. Thanks to decades of experience, suitable materials and
quality-assured order handling, we have gained an excellent position on the global market.

Picture: BHDT Headquarters in Kapfenberg, Austria

Decades of experience have made BHDT well known all over the
world as a reliable manufacturer of high pressure valves (angle,
globe, check, safety, analyzer, sample and control valves), all kind
of fittings (tees, elbows, reducer, nipple, threaded flange, weld
neck flange, weldolet, etc.) and prefabricated high pressure
pipeline isometrics (spools) especially for Urea and Ammonia
plants.
Special know-how in the field of material science (Austenitic
stainless steel 316L Urea Grade and 25Cr-22Ni-2Mo, Duplex and
Superduplex) for manufacturing of Fertilizer products in
cooperation with all major licensors such as Stamicarbon,
Snamprogetti, Toyo, KBR and Urea Casale assures high quality
products.
Valves and fittings are made exclusively of forged material. The
exact knowledge of process technologies guarantees optimum
function and long service life of our products.
All connections can be produced to conform to all international
standards including ANSI B 16.5, 1500#-2500#, DIN, IG, as well as customer standards. We also
offer all kinds of actuators (gear, electric, hydraulic or pneumatic).
BHDT is not only producer of top-quality high pressure components but is also a supplier of complete
customized high pressure systems for the Petrochemical Industry, and contractor for large industrial
plants. BHDT has an excellent expertise because of decades of experience on the world market.
Complex customer requirements are executed in the framework of an efficient, objective oriented
project management.
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2. BHDT Service: Best Quality and Maximum Reliability
The trends in project development of large capital projects like new ammonia/urea complexes show
that the overall responsibility is shifting from contractors to operating companies. Also local
engineering and local construction companies are becoming stronger, more experienced and more
involved in these projects. BHDT has decided to intensify its services business in order to adapt to
these trends and deliver more added value to contractors and operating companies.
BHDT Service mission is to:
•
Offer Full Life Cycle support for all High Pressure Piping systems
•
Learn & Improve via strategic partnerships with operating companies
•
Become the One Stop Solution provider for all HP piping issues
•
Offer Best Quality and Maximum Reliability
The activities of BHDT Service include all activities related to High Pressure piping systems in a urea
plant; from Basic and Detailed Engineering, Installation services, Corrosion Inspections,
Troubleshooting, Emergency supply/repair, Spare Parts Management up to Training Programs.

Figure: BHDT Service during the lifetime of a urea plant

The figure above shows that during the life time of a urea plant each of these services can and will
become necessary. BHDT Service offers all these services; BHDT Service is the One Stop Solution
provider for all your High Pressure Piping issues.
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3. BHDT Installation Services
High Pressure Piping in the High Pressure synthesis section of a urea plant deserves the Best Quality
and Maximum Reliability. A proper installation of High Pressure Piping during the construction phase of
a project and certainly during the hectic of a turnaround is not an easy job. Quality assurance of the
materials applied, proper alignment, the welding, the piping supports and the insulation are all critical
and directly related to a reliable and safe operation of the plant.
The figures below shows the problems which can occur and have occurred when welding a weldolet on
a High Pressure Pipeline: lack of fusion (rootrun defect), insufficient weld thickness and a missing
rootrun. These defects do occur and apparently are not always detected during the quality control
procedures during a turnaround. Also during the initial start up procedure these defects are not
identified, only after some operating time a leak occurs and an emergency shut down might be
required.

Figures: Cases of incorrect welding of a weldolet

Another problem, which can occur during the installation of High Pressure Piping is a misalignment of
the piping, leading to a leakage at the High Pressure pipeline connection. The pictures herebelow show
some examples.

Pictures: leaking urea/carbamate (left) and ammonia (right) between HP pipeline connections
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Leakages of carbamate
containing
solutions
cause crevice corrosion
of the flange faces and a
costly repair procedure
will become necessary.
Not even considering the
costs of a down time of
the complete plant.

Picture: Crevice
corrosion at the lens ring
sealing face

In gas-phase High Pressure Pipelines in the synthesis section of a urea plant one has to pay special
attention to apply properly the steam tracing and insulation in order to avoid condensation corrosion
and stress corrosion cracking problems.

Figures: Condensation corrosion (left) and stress corrosion cracking (right)
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Good workmanship and experienced welders with the proper welder certificates are a pre-condition to
avoid these problems. BHDT Service has these welders available including the proper Welding
Procedure Specifications and Procedure Qualification Records for all materials of construction applied
in urea plants.

Picture: BHDT Services welder at work

BHDT Service can offer the complete High Pressure Piping installation of a Grass Root or Revamp
project. These services can be combined with the Supply and the Engineering Services in order to
obtain a single point responsibility for the critical High Pressure piping towards the end-user.
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Pre-fabrication of the High Pressure piping in the BHDT shop or at site will assure the Best Quality and
Maximum Reliability. Further it will save precious time during the turnaround and a shorter turnaround
saves significant money. Ofcourse BHDT Service will closely co-operate with (local) contractors.

Picture: Pre-fabrication of a NS 14 Safurex® pipe spool
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4. BHDT Installation Services at YARA Canada
In September 2009, BHDT Service has provided Installation Services at the Urea debottlenecking
project of YARA Canada in Belle Plain, Sasketchewan, Canada.

Picture: YARA Canada in Sasketchewan, Canada

The original Stamicarbon CO2 stripping urea plant had a design capacity of 2000 mtpd and was
constructed in 1992 by Uhde, Germany. In 1997 the design capacity has been increased to 2850 mtpd
and now in September 2009 increased again to 3250 mtpd. Obviously several modifications in the
High Pressure synthesis section were required including new High Pressure pipelines, High Pressure
control and manual valves and modifications of High Pressure pipelines.
BHDT has been responsible for the supply, the pre-fabrication at site, the installation during the
turnaround and the quality control.
The scope of supply did consist of HP Pipelines, several HP control valves and HP angle valves and
numerous miscellaneous fittings, all Safurex® materials.
Safurex® is a super duplex material developed by Sandvik Materials Technology and Stamicarbon and
offers several significant advantages above the traditional austenitic stainless steels.
For example Safurex® offer a higher mechanical strength so lower schedules (smaller wall thickness)
are possible leading to lower costs and lower weight. Furthermore due the smaller wall thickness
downscaling is possible as the internal diameter is decisive in choosing the pipeline diameter. Due to
its higher hardness figures erosion corrosion is reduced significantly. Safurex® has much better
corrosion resistance properties so that condensation corrosion, crevice corrosion and stress corrosion
cracking risks are not applicable anymore. Further active corrosion cannot occur with Safurex®
materials so less or no oxygen are needed anymore. BHDT has been the first Safurex® HP Valves and
HP Piping supplier qualified by Stamicarbon.
.
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Various bends of Safurex® material

and various High Pressure pipe fittings in Safurex® material were delivered at site.
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The pre-fabrication was executed at site already before the start of the turnaround in order
to minimize the necessary work during the turnaround.

For example these three welds were already finished and tested before the turnaround.
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During the turnaround the installation and the remaining welding were successfully
realized in the limited turnaround period.

Two large High Pressure control valves going to be installed.
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Many tie ins were to be welded during the turnaround.

All welds were realized without any defects
confirming a Best Quality and Maximum Reliability.
Assuring YARA Canada a Safe and Reliable
operation.
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5. Conclusions
High Pressure Piping in the High Pressure synthesis section of a urea plant deserves the Best Quality
and Maximum Reliability. A proper installation of High Pressure Piping during the construction phase of
a project and certainly during the hectic of a turnaround is not an easy job. Quality assurance of the
materials applied, proper alignment, the welding, the piping supports and the insulation are all critical
and directly related to a reliable and safe operation of the plant. Any unexpected shut down of a urea
plant leads to high costs.
BHDT has the experience and Know How available to assure you Best Quality and Maximum
Reliability. With BHDT Services, BHDT intends to provide added value to her clients by offering Full
Life Cycle support for all High Pressure Piping systems.
The activities of BHDT Service include all activities related to High Pressure piping systems during the
lifetime of a urea plant; from Basic and Detailed Engineering, Installation services, Corrosion
Inspections, Troubleshooting, Emergency supply/repair, Spare Parts Management up to Training
Programs.
This paper shows the Installation Services BHDT Service has provided to YARA Canada during their
latest debottlenecking project.
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Michael grew up in Germany and Greece. After having finished school abroad he returned to Austria in
2001 where he did his military service. In 2002 he began to study at the FH-Wien where he graduated
in 2006 as an Engineer for production and automatization.
In August 2006 he joined BHDT as a project engineer in the High Pressure Systems department.
Since then he has realized numerous projects on his own and contributed to several complete reactor
projects for LDPE plants. But his main task during the first three years of his employment with BHDT
was to revitalize the Hydraulic Oil Unit product for LDPE plants. During that time he successfully
concluded three projects and therewith established the name of BHDT on top of one more preferred
suppliers list for HP-products.
In 2009 he then started with the execution of his first complete reactor project for an LDPE plant and
was additionally assigned to contribute to the built up of the all new BHDT SERVICE COMPANY. With
his experience and the capabilities to perform on international grounds he is focused to built up a
strong customer relationship and strives to steadily improve the BHDT products and services.
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